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ABSTRACT

The zinc finger homeodomain (ZF-HD) genes belong to the homeobox gene family, playing critical roles in flower
development and stress response. Despite their importance, however, to date there has been no genome-wide
identification and characterization of the ZF-HD genes that are probably involved in stress responses in maize.
In this study, 24 ZF-HD genes were identified, and their chromosomal locations, protein properties, duplication
patterns, structures, conserved motifs and expression patterns were investigated. The results revealed that the
ZF-HD genes are unevenly distributed on nine chromosomes and that most of these genes lack introns. Six
and two ZF-HD genes have undergone segmental and tandem duplication, respectively, during genome expan-
sion. These 24 ZF-HD transcription factors were classified into six major groups on the basis of protein molecular
evolutionary relationship. The expression profiles of these genes in different tissues were evaluated, resulting in
producing two distinct clusters. ZF-HD genes are preferentially expressed in reproductive tissues. Furthermore,
expression profiles of the 24 ZF-HD genes in response to different kinds of stresses revealed that ten genes were
simultaneously up-regulated under ABA, salt and PEG treatments; meanwhile four genes were simultaneously
down-regulated. These findings will pave the way for deciphering the function and mechanism of ZF-HD genes
on how to implicate in abiotic stress.
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1 Introduction

ZF-HD transcription factors (TFs) play critical roles in regulating flower development and stress
response [1–3]. These proteins contain two highly conserved zinc finger motifs, the upstream region of
which is termed the zinc finger-homeodomain (ZF-HD). The ZF-HD proteins have a C-terminal domain
in which resides a DNA binding homeodomain and an N-terminal domain that contains five conserved
cysteine residues and at least three conserved histidine residues for potential zinc binding [4]. The ZF
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domain not only participates in DNA binding but also can enhance protein-DNA interactions, which are
mediated by the HD domain [5,6].

ZF-HD genes were first identified in the C4 plant Flaveria trinervia [7]. Subsequently, a growing
number of ZF-HD family members have been identified in many plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana [8],
Oryza sativa [9], cucumber [10], Vitis vinifera [11] and wheat [12]. Previous studies have confirmed that
ZF-HD genes play critical roles in plant growth and development. In Arabidopsis, the identified
14 ZF-HD genes were all florally expressed, and the loss-of-function mutations for six genes individually
showed no obvious phenotypes, indicating those genes play overlapping regulatory roles in floral
development [8]. SlZHD17, functioning in chlorophyll and carotenoid metabolism, have a pleiotropic
effect on tomato development; the knockout plants showed dwarfism, accelerated flowering, earlier fruit
harvest, as well as larger chloroplasts and higher chlorophyll content [13]. Many studies have also
demonstrated that ZF-HD genes play essential roles in the responses to abiotic stress. For example, the
expressions of ZF-HD TFs are highly induced by abiotic stress in Chinese cabbage and wheat [14,15]. In
rice, four ZF-HD TFs that bind to the OsDREB1B promoter are induced by low temperatures, drought,
and mechanical stresses [16]. In addition, ZF-HD proteins have been demonstrated to function in the
establishment of expression patterns of the C4 phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase gene in F. trinervia [7],
and play critical roles in regulating rice leaf curling by influencing the formation and distribution of
bulliform cells [17].

Although WOX, HD-ZIP and TALE subfamilies of HD genes have been identified in maize [18–20], to
date there have been no comprehensive analyses of ZF-HD genes in this important crop plant. The
completion of maize genome sequencing and recent developments in bioinformatics methods now make
it possible to characterize the maize ZF-HD family on a genome-wide scale. In this study, we identified
ZF-HD transcription factors in the maize genome, and performed phylogenetic analysis and classification
to explore the evolutionary relationship among members of the ZF-HD gene family. We also describe
features of ZF-HD gene structure and conserved motifs, along with expression profiling of these in
different maize organs and in response to different abiotic stresses. This study will lay a solid foundation
for elucidating the function the ZF-HD TFs in response to abiotic stresses in maize.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Identification of ZF-HD Genes in Maize and Phylogenetic Tree Construction of ZF-HD Proteins
from Maize, Rice and Arabidopsis
To identify ZF-HD genes in maize, the maize genome sequence was downloaded from MaizeGDB

(http://www.maizegdb.org), and a local database based on the nucleotide and protein sequences was
constructed. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) profile of ZF-HD dimer domains was obtained using
HMMER (an online web-based software for biological sequence analysis), and used as a search query to
identify possible maize ZF-HD TFs using DNA tools [21,22]. All candidate sequences were confirmed
using Pfam (http://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF04770) and InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/entry/
IPR006456). Sequences of the ZF-HD genes of Arabidopsis and rice were downloaded from the TFDB
database (http://planttfdb.cbi.pku.edu.cn/). Finally, all ZF-HD TFs were named in accordance with the
order of genes on maize chromosomes. In order to determine the phylogenetic relationships among
ZF-HD proteins, all protein sequences of ZF-HD in maize, rice, and Arabidopsis were aligned using
MAFFTV_7 (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/), and then a phylogenetic tree was constructed using
the neighbor-joining (N-J) method in MEGA v5.0 [23]. For statistical reliability, bootstrap test was set as
1,000 replicates to evaluate the significance of each node.
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2.2 Chromosomal Localization, Protein Properties and Duplications
The details of ZF-HD gene family members in maize, rice, and Arabidopsis, including chromosomal

location, amino acid sequence, and coding sequence (CDS), were obtained from MaizeGDB (https://
www.maizegdb.org/) and Gramene (http://ensembl.gramene.org/). The molecular weight (Mw), theoretical
isoelectric point (pI), and protein length were calculated using ExPASy (http://web.expasy.org/protparam/).
The subcellular localization of ZF-HD proteins was predicted using CELLO v.2.5 (https://doi.org/10.1371/
journal.pone.0099368), and a chromosome location image of maize ZF-HD genes was generated using
MapInspect (http://mapinspect.software.informer.com/). Maize ZF-HD gene duplication events were
investigated according to the previous report by Wei et al. [24]. Paralogs that mapped within the same
chromosomal block were considered to be segmental duplications, whereas paralogs separated by a
maximum of five genes were considered to be tandem duplications.

2.3 Structural Analysis of Maize ZF-HD Genes and Domain Prediction
The exon-intron structures of ZF-HD genes were analyzed using the Gene Structure Display Server

using both genomic DNA and the corresponding CDS sequences (http://gsds.gao-lab.org/). The conserved
motifs of maize ZF-HD genes were analyzed using MEME (http://meme-suite.org/tools/meme) with the
following parameters: 10–1,000 amino acids were adopted as the optimum width, and any number of
repetitions of a motif and maximum number of motifs were set as 15, respectively. MEME motifs were
annotated using the Interpro program.

2.4 The Expression Pattern of Maize ZF-HD Genes
To examine the expression patterns of the 24 identified maize ZF-HD genes in different tissues, we

collected expression profile data from qTeller (https://qteller.maizegdb.org/), including that for whole
anthers, pollen, mature silk, mature leaf, seedling roots, embryo at 14 days after pollination (DAP),
endosperm at 14 DAP, ovaries 1 DAP, ear primordia, tassel primordia, P7 ligule and P7 sheath (P
indicates plastochron number). We then employed MEV (https://sourceforge.net/projects/mev-tm4/) to
perform cluster analysis of maize ZF-HD gene expression. PlantCARE (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/
webtools/plantcare/html/) was used to predict cis-elements in the 2,000-bp promoter region of the 24 maize
ZF-HD genes [25].

2.5 Plant Materials and Stress Treatments
The B73 inbred line was grown in a greenhouse with a 14-h light and 10-h dark cycle at 28°C–30°C. For

stress and hormone treatments, 10-day-old maize seedlings were firstly cultured in modified Hoagland
solution for two days, and then treated in the solution plus 200 mM NaCl, 15% (w/v) PEG and 100 µM
ABA, respectively. The seedling roots were sampled at 0, 1, 2, 5, and 10 h after treatment. Each
treatment had three biological replicates.

2.6 RNA Isolation and Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) Analyses
Total RNAwas extracted from all collected samples using RNAprep pure Plant Kisst (Tiangen, China),

and then the first strand of cDNA was synthesized using RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Thermo, USA). Gene specific primers were designed using Primer Express 3.0 (Applied Biosystems,
USA). Each reaction was performed in 12 μL reaction mixture containing 2 μL of diluted cDNA sample,
9.2 μL of 2 × Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, USA), and 0.8 μL each of
forward and reverse gene-specific primers. The thermal cycle used was as follows: 95°C for 3 min,
followed by 40 cycles at 95°C for 10 s, and 64°C for 30 s. In this study, we performed three technical
replicates for each gene. The relative expression levels of each candidate gene were calculated using the
2–ΔΔCt method [26], and the no stress treatment (0 h) was normalized to 1.
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3 Results

3.1 Characterization and Chromosomal Localization of ZF-HD Genes in Maize
The amino acid sequence of the ZF-HD dimer domain was used as a query to identify maize ZF-HD

proteins from a local database, the candidate proteins lacking a ZF-HD domain were removed using the
Pfam and InterPor databases. A total of 24 ZF-HD genes were accordingly detected in the maize genome.
The predicted ZF-HD genes were named based on gene order on the chromosomes (Table 1).

The identified maize ZF-HD genes encoded proteins with lengths ranging from 86 to 917 amino acids,
Mw from 9,111 to 97,551.7 kDa, and pI from 6.56 to 9.47. The distribution of the 24 maize ZF-HD genes on
nine of the ten maize chromosomes was uneven (Fig. 1). Chromosome 4 harbored five ZF-HD genes,
whereas only one gene was detected on each of chromosomes 6 and 8. Among the other genes, four were
located on chromosome 1, three each on chromosomes 2, 3, and 7, and two each on chromosomes 5 and
10. Phylogenetic analysis of the maize ZF-HD genes revealed eight sister pairs showing a close

Table 1: The characterization of ZF-HD proteins in maize

Gene ID
Gene
name

Chromosome Location (bp)
Subcellular
localization

Protein properties

Length
(aa)

MW
(kDa)

PI

Zm00001d031840 ZmZHD1 1 203354978-203355904 Periplasmic 308 31556.2 6.59

Zm00001d032175 ZmZHD2 1 215598100-215599221 Periplasmic 373 38662.7 7.21

Zm00001d032177 ZmZHD3 1 215697430-215697789 Periplasmic 119 12696.5 8.57

Zm00001d033791 ZmZHD4 1 273799885-273800580 Extracellular 231 24075.7 8.35

Zm00001d003645 ZmZHD5 2 51732292-51733194 Periplasmic 300 31130.8 6.72

Zm00001d005757 ZmZHD6 2 186640920-186642005 Periplasmic 361 37714.3 7.73

Zm00001d005931 ZmZHD7 2 193254454-193255314 Periplasmic 286 29912.6 6.96

Zm00001d041417 ZmZHD8 3 118230787-118232606 Cytoplasmic 221 24695.4 6.70

Zm00001d041780 ZmZHD9 3 137588464-137590201 Periplasmic 349 36904.5 8.55

Zm00001d044662 ZmZHD10 3 234296141-234296843 Extracellular 100 10401.4 8.93

Zm00001d049000 ZmZHD11 4 12135060-12136322 Periplasmic 420 43813.4 7.75

Zm00001d050443 ZmZHD12 4 88621453-88622553 Periplasmic 366 38269.1 8.63

Zm00001d050452 ZmZHD13 4 89089123-89089506 Periplasmic 127 13351.2 7.53

Zm00001d051573 ZmZHD14 4 163144095-163145435 Periplasmic 446 48227.8 6.64

Zm00001d052395 ZmZHD15 4 189092400-189092698 Cytoplasmic 86 9111.0 8.29

Zm00001d013409 ZmZHD16 5 10540717-10541439 Extracellular 240 24975.7 7.16

Zm00001d017784 ZmZHD17 5 206700640-206701893 Periplasmic 417 44774.1 6.56

Zm00001d039116 ZmZHD18 6 170344563-170350619 Periplasmic 917 97551.7 8.74

Zm00001d020459 ZmZHD19 7 115920523-115920858 Cytoplasmic 111 12390.1 9.10

Zm00001d020460 ZmZHD20 7 116166449-116167561 Periplasmic 370 38611.5 8.21

Zm00001d020774 ZmZHD21 7 132034507-132035328 Periplasmic 273 29154.5 7.07

Zm00001d009674 ZmZHD22 8 75385981-75386700 Periplasmic 239 25995.4 9.47

Zm00001d023286 ZmZHD23 10 2213583-2213879 Periplasmic 98 10100.1 6.87

Zm00001d023289 ZmZHD24 10 2219925-2220221 Periplasmic 98 10113.1 7.59
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relationship, namely, ZmZHD7/21, ZmZHD14/17, ZmZHD22/18, ZmZHD4/16, ZmZHD13/3, ZmZHD12/2,
ZmZHD6/20, and ZmZHD23/24 (Fig. 2). Three pairs, ZmZHD14/17, ZmZHD22/18 and ZmZHD4/16,
detected in the same duplicated chromosomal blocks, have undergone segmental duplications.
Intriguingly, gene pair ZmZHD23/ZmZHD24, was located in the same duplicated chromosomal blocks,
and the physical distance between these two genes was only 6.3 kb, which indicated that this gene cluster
has undergone tandem duplication. It is noteworthy that three of the sister pairs (ZmZHD13/3, ZmZHD12/2,
and ZmZHD6/20) were found to be located in very close proximity to the duplicated chromosomal blocks.
Moreover, they had similar gene structures and a close evolutionary relationship, indicating that they are
putative segmentally duplicated genes. These findings tended to indicate that segmental duplication is an
important mechanism in maize ZF-HD gene family expansion.

3.2 Identification of Conserved Motifs in Maize ZF-HD Proteins
In order to investigate the sequence feature of maize ZF-HD proteins, the conserved motifs of these

proteins were obtained and annotated using MEME and Interpro, respectively. As a result, 15 motifs were
identified in the maize ZF-HD proteins (Fig. 2, Table 2). The motif distribution was consistent with
protein phylogenetic evolution, with members in the same clade generally sharing similar motifs. On the
basis of motif distribution, the maize ZF-HD proteins were divided into two clades (Fig. 2). Almost all of
the maize ZF-HD proteins harbored motifs 1 and 4 (the exception being ZmZHD8, which had only motif
4). Sixteen (Clade I) out of the 24 ZF-HD proteins shared four common motifs (motifs 1, 2, 3, and 4);
seven proteins (Clade II), lacking motifs 2 and 3, just contained motifs 1 and 4. Motifs 2 and 3, which
were located close to the C terminus, represented homeobox domain-like structures that are involved in
DNA binding in the transcriptional regulation of target genes. Motifs 1 and 4 represented an
indispensable basic conserved ZF-HD domain (Cys/His-rich dimerization domain), which is sufficient to
confer homo- or heterodimer formation between proteins and plays a critical role in protein functions [7].
The motifs 5–15 were mainly distributed in Clade I apart from motifs 1–4, whereas only motif 8, motif 9,
motif 11 and motif 12 resided in Clade II proteins. In brief, the distribution of motifs in Clades I and II
indicated the functional divergence of ZF-HD gene in maize.

Figure 1: Distribution of maize ZF-HD family members on maize chromosomes. The chromosome
numbers are indicated at the top of each bar. The segmentally duplicated genes are connected by dash lines
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Figure 2: Phylogenetic analysis and conserved motif distribution of maize ZF-HD proteins. The constructed
phylogenetic tree is shown on the left side of the figure. The legends on the bottom right corner of the figure
represent different motifs

Table 2: Motif sequences identified by MEME and annotated by InterPro

Motifs Multilevel consensus sequences Predicted domains

1 VRYRECLRNHAASLGGHAVDGCGEFMPSG ZF-HD homeobox protein, Cys/His-rich
dimerisation domain

2 RKRFRTKFTPEQKERMLAFAERLGWRJQK Homeobox domain-like

3 DEAAVDRFCDEVGVKRQVLKVWMHNNKHT Homeobox domain-like

4 AAALKCAACGCHRSFHRREVE ZF-HD homeobox protein, Cys/His-rich
dimerisation domain

5 HHHHFSPYYRTPAGYFFHQ Null*

6 DFDDHDDEDEE Null*

7 MEAMDVKYKPVMFPNGAGFKKPK Null*

8 MMKRMVILRRCHPP Null*

9 FNINGAAADSP Null*

10 QQQPQQ Null*

11 IPLLLPPPHPHT Null*

12 SAGGAATESSSEERG Null*

13 MAPMPVSSSYDAPPL Null*

14 LMDSAAFSRPLLPPNSSLVMQPPLPPPGFPPAHRQ Null*

15 FLGGHSARRSAS Null*
Note: *No conserved domains were predicted.
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3.3 ZF-HD Phylogenetic and Gene Structure Analysis
To analyze the evolutionary history of the ZF-HD TF family, we performed a molecular phylogeny

analysis on the 24 maize ZF-HD protein sequences, in conjunction with 15 from rice and 17 from
Arabidopsis (Tables S1 and S2). We accordingly found that these 56 ZF-HD genes could be clustered
into six major groups: groups A, B, C, D, E and F, containing 15, 3, 8, 13, 5 and 12 genes, respectively
(Fig. 3). A notable feature of the constructed phylogenetic tree was that almost all the Arabidopsis
ZF-HD genes were clustered together, whereas the ZF-HD genes from rice and maize were clustered
together. In addition, many of the maize and rice ZF-HD genes fell into orthologous pairs, including
ZmZHD1/OsZHD8, ZmZHD11/OsZHD13, ZmZHD9/OsZHD15, ZmZHD5/OsZHD4, and ZmZHD19/OsZHD9,
which indicated that these ZF-HD orthologous genes had conserved functions, even though the maize and
rice genomes undergone markedly different recombination and replication events subsequent to their
divergence from a common ancestor. We also performed structural analyses of the ZF-HD genes and found
that 46 out of 56 ZF-HD genes had no introns, which contrasts with the structure of other homeobox genes.
Six of the genes contained a single intron (two genes each in maize, rice, and Arabidopsis). The general
absence of introns in these genes tended to indicate that the structure and functions of these genes were
highly conserved, as there was no alternative splicing in these genes.

3.4 Expression Pattern of Paize ZF-HD Genes in Different Tissues
To explore the expression patterns of maize ZF-HD genes and obtain information for functional

analyses, we investigated the expression of the 24 identified maize ZF-HD genes. The relative expression
level of these ZF-HD genes was detected in 12 different tissues (Fig. 4). On the basis of cluster analysis,
the maize ZF-HD genes were distinctly classified into two major clusters. Cluster A contained 16 genes
(ZmZHD4, 1, 12, 2, 5, 9, 17, 6, 11, 20, 18, 16, 14, 7, 21 and 22), and cluster B contained eight genes
(ZmZHD8, 10, 19, 3, 13, 15, 23 and 24). The ZF-HD genes in different clusters exhibited distinct
expression patterns, but were all preferentially expressed in reproductive tissues. Most genes in cluster A
were dominantly expressed in embryo, ear and tassel primordia, half of which were highly expressed in
ovary, indicating that these genes probably play regulatory roles in floral and kernel development.
Cluster B genes were highly expressed in anther, pollen, mature silk, mature leaf and seedling roots,
moderately expressed in embryo, endosperm, ear and tassel primordia. Interestingly, most of ZF-HD
genes showed a moderate expression in ligule and sheath. Additionally, three gene pairs, ZmZHD7/21,
ZmZHD13/3 and ZmZHD23/24, had a high co-expression relationship consistent with the phylogenetic
analysis, indicating that these genes might have conserved roles during growth and development in maize.

3.5 Expression Patterns of ZF-HD Genes in Response to Abiotic Stresses and ABA
By investigating cis-elements in the promoter regions of the 24 maize ZF-HD genes, we found that 18 of

these genes contained an ABA-responsive element (ABRE) (Table S3), thereby indicating that they might be
involved in ABA signal transduction. This observation prompted us to investigate the expression pattern of
the 24 identified maize ZF-HD genes in response to ABA, high salt, and drought treatments. Gene specific
primers were designed (Table S4) and gene expression patterns under different conditions were detected.
Data analysis revealed that the expression of 16 genes was obviously up-regulated under ABA treatment,
15 genes under salt treatment and 14 genes under PEG treatment (Fig. 5, Table S5), among which ten
genes (ZHD1, ZHD5, ZHD6, ZHD7, ZHD8, ZHD11, ZHD12, ZHD18, ZHD19 and ZHD20) were all up-
regulated in the three treatments. In addition, we also found that six genes were down-regulated under the
ABA and PEG treatments, seven genes under the salt treatment; four genes (ZHD4, ZHD14, ZHD15 and
ZHD17) were down-regulated in all the treatments. The results suggested that those genes up- and down-
regulated probably were implicated in the abiotic stress.
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Figure 3: Phylogenetic relationship and gene structure analyses of the ZF-HD protein family in maize, rice,
and Arabidopsis. Numbers above or below branches of the tree represent bootstrap values. A, B, C, D, E and
F represent the different groups. Exons, introns, and upstream/downstream sequences are represented by
green boxes, black lines, and blue boxes, respectively. The colored boxes and black lines are scaled based
on the length of genes (the short introns in ZmZHD9 and AtZHD1/11 are not shown in the figure)
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4 Discussion

ZF-HD genes play critical roles in plant development. In the present study, we detected 24 ZF-HD genes
in the maize genome, based on a comprehensive method of ZF-HD gene mining. The maize genome is nearly
six times larger than the rice genome and 20 times larger than that of Arabidopsis [27], although the number
of maize genes is similar to that of rice [28] and only 1.6-fold larger than that of Arabidopsis [29]. However,
we found that the number of ZF-HD genes in maize (24) is considerably higher than that in both rice (15) and
Arabidopsis (17). Our comparative analysis of the phylogenetic relationships among the ZF-HD genes of
maize, rice and Arabidopsis indicated the frequent occurrence of orthologous pairs among rice and maize,
notably in a subfamily-specific group (group C) comprising only maize and rice genes, indicating that
these orthologous pairs diverged from a common ancestor before the separate of maize and rice and
evolved independently in monocot plants. The data thus indicate that maize ZF-HD genes have been
more closely related with rice ZF-HD genes than with those of Arabidopsis during the course of plant
evolution.

Figure 4: The expression profiles of ZF-HD genes in maize. Red and green color indicates genes with high
and low expression levels, respectively. The gradual change in color from green to red indicates the change of
gene expression level from low to high. a: whole anthers; b: pollen; c: mature silk; d: mature leaf; e: seedling
roots; f: embryo 14 DAP; g: endosperm 14 DAP; h: ovaries 1 DAP; i: ear primordia; j: tassel primordia; k:
P7 ligule and l: P7 sheath
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Figure 5: qRT-PCR analysis of the relative expression of ZF-HD genes in response to abiotic stress and
ABA treatments. Histograms are the mean ± S.D of n = 3
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Gene duplication events are known to make a substantial contribution to genome expansion [30], and
maize underwent genome duplication events during its early evolution [31,32]. It has been reported that
such genome duplication might be a major force in the expansion of ZF-HD genes in angiosperm species
[33]. The most compelling evidence for this possibility comes from the identification of four sister pairs
of close paralogs that probably underwent tandem or segmental duplications, so genome duplication
might have played a prominent role in the expansion of ZF-HD gene number in maize. The expression
patterns of ZF-HD genes in maize revealed that four paralogous gene pairs showed similar expression
patterns, indicating that they have been highly conserved and showed functional redundancy during
long-term evolution. Gene redundancy is prevailing in plant [34,35]. Duplicated paralogous genes
have three main evolutionary fates over long periods of evolution, namely, nonfunctionalization,
subfunctionalization, or neofunctionalization [36,37]. By comparing and analyzing the expression patterns
of the four paralogous gene pairs identified in the present study, we found that some showed different
expression patterns under a specific treatment. For example, the gene pair ZmZHD4 and ZmZHD16
showed different expression patterns in the drought treatment (Fig. 5), indicating that duplicated genes
might have undergone neofunctionalization during the course of evolution.

ZF-HD genes in plant could be classified into eight clades based on gene structural features and motif
distribution [38]. In the study, the phylogenetic tree of 56 ZF-HD proteins in maize, rice and Arabidopsis
consisted of six major groups (Fig. 3), and genes within the same group showed similar structures and
motifs. Moreover, we also found that most of the ZF-HD genes in maize lacked introns, which is
ubiquitous in plant [8,12,14,39]. It is well-known that intronless genes cannot undergo alternative
splicing, and consequently they have maintained a highly conserved gene structure and relatively fixed
function during evolutionary history [40,41]. Our investigation of the expression patterns of ZF-HD genes
in 12 different maize tissues discovered that about half of the identified maize ZF-HD genes were
preferentially expressed in the tassel and ear, suggesting that these ZF-HD genes play overlapping
regulatory roles in maize floral development as well as Arabidopsis floral development [8].

Maize is a staple crop for food, animal feed and industrial raw materials. The production of maize is,
however, threatened to varying degrees by different abiotic stresses, such as drought and salinity [42]. As
terrestrial plant-specific TFs, members of the ZF-HD gene family play a regulatory role under abiotic
stress [43–46]. Our results revealed that most of maize ZF-HD genes under drought, salt and ABA
environments responded to stresses. We observed that numerous genes’ expression was greatly induced,
as many as ten genes including ZmZHD1, ZmZHD5 and ZmZHD11 (Table S5) were all up-regulated in
the three treatments. OsZHD4 (Os04g35500), OsZHD8 (Os08g37400) and OsZHD13 (Os11g13930), the
close homologs of ZmZHD5, ZmZHD1 and ZmZHD11, respectively, were confirmed to be differentially
regulated by different abiotic stress conditions [16]. In addition, we also found some genes were all
down-regulated in treatments, which may act as a negative regulator. Although the function of most of
ZF-HD genes in maize has not yet been elucidated, it is not difficult to reach a conclusion that these
ZF-HD genes probably are key players under abiotic stress.

5 Conclusion

In this study, 24 ZF-HD genes were identified in maize, and their chromosome location, protein
characteristic, replication mode, gene structure, conserved motif, expression mode and protein molecular
evolution were analyzed. In addition, the expression profiles of these genes in different tissues and
different abiotic stresses were evaluated. The results revealed that most of ZF-HD genes in maize showed
a significant response to abiotic stress. Our results provide valuable clues for deciphering the roles of
ZF-HD genes under abiotic stress.
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Appendix A

Table S1: The characterization of ZF-HD proteins in rice

Gene ID Gene name Chromosome Location (bp)
Subcellular
localization

Protein properties

Size (aa) MW (kDa) pI

Os01g44430 OsZHD1 1 25476744-25482973 Cytoplasmic 1552 61296 7.08

Os02g47770 OsZHD2 2 29206032-29208132 Periplasmic 399 41230 7.03

Os03g50920 OsZHD3 3 29090611-29091429 Extracellular 239 24295 8.01

Os04g35500 OsZHD4 4 21600633-21601904 Periplasmic 285 29043.4 8.17

Os05g50310 OsZHD5 5 28835774-28836869 Periplasmic 256 27959.1 8.84

Os06g23030 OsZHD6 6 13439148-13439922 Periplasmic 214 21962.6 6.58

Os08g34010 OsZHD7 8 21307492-21309049 Periplasmic 333 34788.4 6.50

Os08g37400 OsZHD8 8 23663492-23665549 Periplasmic 291 29759.2 7.06

Os09g24810 OsZHD9 9 14793742-14794460 Cytoplasmic 114 11846.1 8.00

Os09g24820 OsZHD10 9 14812099-14816389 Periplasmic 342 35323.6 7.91

Os09g29130 OsZHD11 9 17703754-17705611 Periplasmic 280 29541.1 7.48

Os11g03420 OsZHD12 11 1298250-1298993 Periplasmic 106 10860 8.30

Os11g13930 OsZHD13 11 7694141-7696419 Periplasmic 418 43961.9 7.62

Os12g03110 OsZHD14 12 1180358-1181099 Periplasmic 106 10817.9 8.06

Os12g10630 OsZHD15 12 5674256-5677476 Periplasmic 295 31317.5 9.35

Table S2: The characterization of ZF-HD proteins in Arabidopsis

Gene ID Gene name Chromosome Location (bp)
Subcellular
localization

Protein properties

Size (aa) MW (kDa) pI

AT1G14440 AtZHD1 1 4938754-4941332 Periplasmic 312 35481.8 7.63

AT1G14687 AtZHD2 1 5047782-5048753 Cytoplasmic 168 19922.6 9.44

AT1G18835 AtZHD3 1 6495844-6496491 Cytoplasmic 88 9750.9 8.38

AT1G69600 AtZHD4 1 26182156-26183546 Periplasmic 242 26283.5 82

AT1G74660 AtZHD5 1 28047252-28048186 Cytoplasmic 102 11212.5 8.38

AT1G75240 AtZHD6 1 28241011-28242795 Extracellular 309 33892.8 8.58

AT2G02540 AtZHD7 2 683625-685309 Extracellular 310 34715.9 8.40

AT2G18350 AtZHD8 2 7971017-7972396 Periplasmic 262 29950.6 9.22

AT3G28917 AtZHD9 3 10924708-10925813 Cytoplasmic 100 10793.1 8.29

AT3G28920 AtZHD10 3 10940305-10941833 Extracellular 312 33560.1 8.41

AT3G50890 AtZHD11 3 18916014-18917386 Periplasmic 249 28657.9 10.13

AT4G24660 AtZHD12 4 12724552-12725835 Periplasmic 220 24022.8 8.02

AT5G15210 AtZHD13 5 4937465-4939207 Periplasmic 271 29382.2 8.91

AT5G39760 AtZHD14 5 15911350-15912860 Extracellular 334 36386 8.44

AT5G42780 AtZHD15 5 17154718-17155757 Cytoplasmic 242 27967.8 8.55

AT5G60480 AtZHD16 5 24323371-24324335 Periplasmic 191 21686.9 10.38

AT5G65410 AtZHD17 5 26136002-26137554 Periplasmic 279 31098.5 6.36
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Table S3: The number of ABREs in cis-element of promoter region

Gene name Gene ID Number

ZmZHD1 Zm00001d031840 3

ZmZHD2 Zm00001d032175 1

ZmZHD3 Zm00001d032177 2

ZmZHD4 Zm00001d033791 1

ZmZHD5 Zm00001d003645 10

ZmZHD6 Zm00001d005757 0

ZmZHD7 Zm00001d005931 4

ZmZHD8 Zm00001d041417 3

ZmZHD9 Zm00001d041780 0

ZmZHD10 Zm00001d044662 2

ZmZHD11 Zm00001d049000 0

ZmZHD12 Zm00001d050443 2

ZmZHD13 Zm00001d050452 0

ZmZHD14 Zm00001d051573 2

ZmZHD15 Zm00001d052395 0

ZmZHD16 Zm00001d013409 3

ZmZHD17 Zm00001d017784 3

ZmZHD18 Zm00001d039116 1

ZmZHD19 Zm00001d020459 2

ZmZHD20 Zm00001d020460 1

ZmZHD21 Zm00001d020774 3

ZmZHD22 Zm00001d009674 2

ZmZHD23 Zm00001d023286 1

ZmZHD24 Zm00001d023289 0

Table S4: Primer sequences used for real-time PCR

Gene name Forward primer sequence Reverse primer sequence

Actin TCACCCTGTGCTGCTGACCG GAACCGTGTGGCTCACACCA

ZmZHD1 CCATGATGGGCATGTCGCT TTCTGCTCCTGCGTGAACTT

ZmZHD2 CAAGCACAACTTCGTCGGTG GTCGATGAACGGATGGTGGA

ZmZHD3 TCTGTCTGTGCTCTTCGGCCGGTG GCACGCCGCGCAGCGCAGCGC

ZmZHD4 ACAAAGTTCACGGAGGAGCA CCACACCTTGAAGACTTGCC

ZmZHD5 ATCCAGCGCAACGACGAC GTTGTGCATCCACACCTTGAG

ZmZHD6
ZmZHD7

ACCAGCACATGCTGCTCTCGCTTG
GACGACGACTTTTCCGGGAT

GGAACCGCTTCCTGGGCATCGC
TCTGCTCCTGGCTGAACTTG

(Continued)
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Table S4 (continued)

Gene name Forward primer sequence Reverse primer sequence

ZmZHD8
ZmZHD9
ZmZHD10
ZmZHD11
ZmZHD12
ZmZHD13
ZmZHD14
ZmZHD15
ZmZHD16
ZmZHD17
ZmZHD18
ZmZHD19
ZmZHD20
ZmZHD21
ZmZHD22
ZmZHD23
ZmZHD24

CACCGCCACCGATTCTTCTA
GGATGCACAACAACAAGCACA
ATGGGGCCTCAGCAAGAC
CATCTTCTCTCTGGAGCGGC
CGCACGTAATGCGTGACAG
CTCCTGCTGCTTCTGCTGC
CAGAAGCCATCGCTACACCA
ATGGGGCCTCAGAAAGACCG
GCATGCACCACATGGCGATT
CCCTCCCAGCTGATGGATTC
GCGTGGAGGGTGAGATATGG
GATGCCGAGAGTTCATCGCT
AGCCATGGACGTCAAGTACAA
GCGAGTGCCTCAAGAACCA
AGGCTCAAGTGCGCAGCCTGCGGCT
TCAGCAAGGCCGGCGGTCGAAC
CCTCAGCAAGGCCGGCGGTCGAA

ATCCATGCGAAGAACAGCGA
TTGGTCGGTCACTCCAAGTC
GTACCGCACCACCTGCTT
CCTGCGTGCCAGATAGATCC
GCGGTCCTCGTAGAAATCCG
CTACCTGGGTGTGGAACTGG
CTGCGTCACCAGAGATGAGT
CGGTACTGCACCACCTTCTT
CCTTCTGCTCGTCCGTGAAC
CTCTCCGCTTTCCTCGGATG
GACGTACAGGTACCGCTCAG
TCATACACCTGAACCCTGCG
GCATGAACTCGCCGCAAC
ACTCCTTGCGGTGGAAGTTG
GACGCGTAGTGGGGGTGGGCAGC
CAGTCGGCGGCGGGCTGCTCCA
AGCAGTCGGCGGCGGGCTGCTGCTC

Table S5: Identification of ZF-HD genes in response to ABA, salt and PEG

Kinds of responsive
genes

Treatments

ABA treatment Salt treatment PEG treatment

Up-regulated genes ZHD1, ZHD3, ZHD5,
ZHD6, ZHD7, ZHD8,
ZHD9, ZHD10, ZHD11,
ZHD12, ZHD13, ZHD16,
ZHD18, ZHD19, ZHD20,
ZHD22

ZHD1, ZHD2, ZHD3,
ZHD4,ZHD5, ZHD6,
ZHD7, ZHD8, ZHD9,
ZHD11, ZHD12, ZHD18,
ZHD19, ZHD20, ZHD21

ZHD1, ZHD2, ZHD5,
ZHD6, ZHD7, ZHD8,
ZHD11, ZHD12, ZHD18,
ZHD19, ZHD20, ZHD21,
ZHD22, ZHD23

Up-regulated genes
in three treatments

ZHD1, ZHD5, ZHD6, ZHD7, ZHD8, ZHD11, ZHD12, ZHD18, ZHD19, ZHD20

Down-regulated
genes

ZHD4, ZHD14, ZHD15,
ZHD17, ZHD23, ZHD24

ZHD4, ZHD10, ZHD14,
ZHD15, ZHD17, ZHD23,
ZHD24

ZHD4, ZHD9, ZHD10,
ZHD14, ZHD15, ZHD17,

Down-regulated
genes in three
treatments

ZHD4, ZHD14, ZHD15, ZHD17
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